Fraud Risk
Management
Transformative actions to
strengthen your tomorrow

Agenda
Today’s fraud landscape
►

►
►
►

Impact of continued digitization of
consumer touchpoints
Cyber attacks
Business email compromise
Profile of a perpetrator

Establishing an effective fraud risk
management framework
►
►
►
►

An effective operating model
Integrated technology solutions
Forensic data analytics
Machine learning
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Consumer touchpoints continue to become
more digital
142%

Consumers are rapidly

Increase in fraudulent transactions made
using mobile devices in 20151

$

moving from traditional to new, non-face-toface channels. Each step up the chain
results in increased abstraction and
consequent risks and challenges for fraud
and authentication. Customers also expect
that their risks will remain low at every
interaction point and that their experience will
remain consistent and positive.

Social media
Mobile browser and app
Internet browser
Email
Interactive voice response (IVR)

Debit Card
Phone
Physical retail
locations
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Mobile payments
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Businesses are increasing adoption of
emerging technologies
39% plan to adopt robotic process automation within the next year.
Further, 38% plan to adopt artificial intelligence.

►

39%

“Already using “ or “ Likely to adopt” (%)

100%

Of respondents
Plan to adopt robotic process automation within the next year

80%

72%

69%

60%

56%

55%

40%

39%

38%

32%
20%

0%
Risk scoring
and aggregation

Data blending

Social media
analytics

User
behavioral
analytics

Robotic process
automation

Artificial
intelligence

Q: How likely is your organization to adopt these technologies and techniques within the next year
Base: all respondents (745)
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Blockchain and
distributed
ledgers

Data protection and data privacy compliance
can create challenges for companies
There has been unprecedented development of data protection and data privacy
regulations around the world.

►

►
►
►
►

EU’s GDPR
China’s Cybersecurity Law
Australia’s Privacy Amendment
South Africa’s Electronic Communications and Transactions Act

There is limited readiness toward GDPR compliance.

►

39%
I’m not familiar with the GDPR.

17%
We have heard of the GDPR,
but have not yet taken any
action.

11%
We are studying the
GDPR and its scope.

33%
We have a plan.

Q: Which statement best describes your company’s status, with respect to complying with GDPR in 2018?
Base: all respondents (745)
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Businesses are required to adhere to cyber
breach notification laws
Data breach notification laws generally apply based on the residence of affected
individuals, not the location of the breach or companies’ operations
All US states have enacted laws regarding notification of data breaches for certain
types of personal information
►

Notification is required when there is unauthorized acquisition or access of personal
data, or reasonable belief of unauthorized acquisition of personal data

►

The definition of “personal data” varies by state law, but can include names and other
unencrypted sensitive data (i.e., social security numbers or health information)

►

Some state laws require notifying state government authorities

►

Some state laws include standards to prevent data breaches

Companies may elect to notify all individuals impacted, regardless of location, to
avoid an analysis of notification requirements in all possible jurisdictions
Source: 2018 Global Investigations Review “The Investigations Review of the Americas”
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Trends in cybersecurity being exploited to
perpetrate fraud continue to evolve
A fraudster uses a combination of malware, bots, social
engineering and other strategies to gain access to a
customer’s account via digital/mobile channel

Shift from exploitation to targeted social
attacks
Ever more sophisticated and convincing targeted attacks
seek to coax users into compromising themselves.

Digital

Mobile

Card

A fraudster acquires user credentials via phishing emails
and digital/mobile channel, gains access to the account,
and makes a payment.

Targeting phishing or whale attacks
These attacks use detailed information about company
executives to trick employees into paying fraudsters or
compromising accounts.

Digital

Mobile

IVR

A fraudster uses purchased/stolen credentials to apply for
a credit relationship.

Downside of encryption
As encryption becomes ubiquitous, it has become much
harder for security products to inspect traffic, making it easier
for criminals to sneak through undetected.

Digital

Mobile

Card

Exploitation of ineffective security controls at third-party
vendors is another entry point for fraudsters.

Rising focus on exploits against virtualized
and cloud systems
Attacks against physical hardware raise the possibility of
dangerous new exploits against virtualized cloud systems.

Digital
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Mobile

How attackers gain access
Phishing:
►
►
►

Emails received from look-alike domains
Spear-phishing linked to malware or credential harvesting websites
Fake Dropbox, DocuSign and other links to view file

Password spray: guessing minimal passwords across
numerous accounts
Brute force: guessing numerous passwords across minimal
accounts

Credential stuffing: automated injection of breached
username/password pairs in order to fraudulently gain access
to user accounts
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Business emails continue to be an entry
point for fraudsters
Credential harvesting site
used to capture employee
credentials. A fake O365
Login Page and a CEO
Morale Survey site have
been reported.

2

1

An employee receives a
phishing email with a link
to a credential harvesting
site. Initial email could be
sent to either a personal or
company account.

3

Stolen credentials
are used to sign in
to employee’s
Exchange Online
mailbox via legacy
protocol/email
client.

4

5

Attacker signs in to
additional mailboxes,
sets up mail forwarding
rules. Additionally
searches mailboxes
for financial-related data.

6

Attacker conducts
internal phishing
campaign to capture
more credentials and
access more
mailboxes.

$

* In two cases, the attacker stole protected health information data that was stored in the compromised mailboxes. Based on reports
from the forensic investigators, this doesn’t appear to be the attacker’s objective but opportunistically collected … attackers searched
for financial-related information.
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Who commits fraud?
According to EY’s 15th Global Fraud Survey, younger generations are more likely to justify
corruption.
►

Respondents under 35 years of age are more likely to justify fraud or corruption to meet financial
targets or help a business survive an economic downturn, with 1 in 5 younger respondents justifying
cash payments compared to one in eight respondents over 35.

Younger generations: Pressure to act unethically

1 in 5

1 in 8

respondents under 35 years
of age justify cash payments

respondents over 35 years of
age cash payments

Source: 15th EY Global Fraud Survey (https://fraudsurveys.ey.com/ey-global-fraud-survey-2018/?WT.mc_id=17500082)
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How do they hide the fraud?
Top eight concealment methods

55%

48%

42%

34%

created fraudulent
physical
documents

altered physical
documents

created fraudulent
transactions in the
accounting system

altered
transactions in the
accounting system

31%

30%

29%

27%

altered electronic
documents or files

destroyed physical
documents

created fraudulent
electronic
documents or files

created fraudulent
journal entries

Source: ACFE 2018 Report to the Nations
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Summary of Fraud Risk Management
components and principles
Control
environment

Principle

1

The organization establishes and communicates a fraud risk management program that
demonstrates the expectations of the board of directors and senior management and their
commitment to high integrity and ethical values regarding managing fraud risk.

Risk
assessment

Principle

2

The organization performs comprehensive fraud risk assessments to identify specific fraud
schemes and risks, assess their likelihood and significance, evaluate existing fraud control
activities, and implement actions to mitigate residual fraud risks.

Control
activities

Principle

3

The organization selects, develops, and deploys preventive and detective fraud control activities
to mitigate the risk of fraud events occurring or not being detected in a timely manner.

4

The organization establishes a communication process to obtain information about potential
fraud and deploys a coordinated approach to investigation and corrective action to address fraud
appropriately and in a timely manner.

5

The organization selects, develops, and performs ongoing evaluations to ascertain whether
each of the five principles of fraud risk management is present and functioning and
communicates fraud risk management program deficiencies in a timely manner to parties
responsible for taking corrective action, including senior management and the board of directors.

Information and
communication

Monitoring
activities

Principle

Principle

Source: 2016 COSO Fraud Risk Management Guidelines
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An adaptive governance model strengthens
risk management
A Digitally-led risk
management
function must start
with a strong
purpose and a
governance model
tuned for growth.
A strong lines-of-defense
model will help create a
foundation for embracing
the transformative age. A
purpose-led risk function
focuses on creating a
culture of risk across the
organization and
embracing new talent
models to drive
outcomes.

CREATE A DIGITAL
MINDSET &
INTELECTUALLY
CURIOUS WORKFORCE

Identify, measure,
monitor, risk manage
and report all
aggregate risks
consistent with risk
appetite statement

EMBRACE NEW
TALENT
ECOSYSTEMS

BUILD AND
PARTICIPATE IN
DIGITAL
COMMUNITIES

Upside
Outside
Downside

Accountable for
assessing and
managing risks

Activities generate
revenue or reduce
expenses

Dynamic risk ID profile;
review and approve
policies and limits,
including breaches
and exceptions

Provide
operational support
or servicing

First line

Integrated Monitoring
of risk-taking activities

Assess the risk
governance
framework

Risk takers and
enablers

Integrated risk
governance framework

Maintain internal
audit universe
and plan

Second line
Independent risk monitors
Report to the audit
committee on the
audit plan and
results

Third line
Independent
risk assurers

Board of
directors

Provide a view beyond
control adequacy to
broader, subjective
matters

Regulators

Shareholders
Stakeholders
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Provide technology
services

INTEGRATED
DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGIES
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There are a number of elements to consider
in developing a more agile model

Operating model

Technology

Data

Comprehensive
integration of people,

Alignment of the

The sharing and exchange
of data and information
between the fraud and other
organizational teams
providing all groups an

process, and technology
allowing an organization to
rapidly adapt their fraud
strategies to the evolving
threat environment.
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technology strategy
and architecture to
enable more seamless
exchange of data and
information and establish a
more integrated control
framework.
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enhanced threat
environment
awareness.

Who is responsible for detecting fraud?

Board of directors

Audit committee

►

Sets the proper tone

►

Is composed of independent board members

►

Ensures management designs effective fraud risk
management policies

►

Takes active role in the risk assessment process

►

Monitors fraud risks via internal audit

►

Serves as direct reporting channel for external audit

►

Establishes mechanisms to ensure it receives accurate
and timely information

►

Monitors the effectiveness of the anti-fraud program

Anti-fraud program

Internal audit

Management

►

Ensures fraud prevention and detection controls are
sufficient for identified risks

►

Designs, implements and executes the
anti-fraud program

►

May be responsible for investigating suspected
instances of fraud

►

Reinforces a proper tone at the top

►

Creates and promotes a zero fraud tolerance culture

►

A role with respect to anti-fraud development that is
dictated by the company charter
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Emerging technologies and new business
models mean new risks
Adopting a risk lens –
upside, outside and
downside
Moving from avoidance to
optimization, for better
business outcomes.
To be successful,
organizations will need to
shift their focus from
simply mitigating risk to
embracing new upside
opportunities.
Striking this balance requires
embedding risk and
control into strategic
decision making within the
front-line businesses and
multifaceted approaches to
the portfolio of risk.
Organizations will also
develop digital capabilities
that harness intelligence and
deliver insights across the
enterprise.
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Upside
risks

Outside
risks

Downside
risks

Risks that offer benefits.
Risks significant to the
organization’s ability to
execute its business
strategy and achieve its
objectives

Risks that offer negative
or positive benefits
beyond the organization’s
control

Risks that offer negative
impacts. Risks an
organization is focused on
eliminating, avoiding,
mitigating or transferring
in a cost-effective manner

Potential for
innovations to grow
consumer bases

Actions of existing
and emerging
competitors

Information security
and cybercrime
(also an outside risk)

Increasing
market share

Geopolitical
and economic
megatrends

Employee fraud,
and regulatory
compliance

Acquiring, managing
and deriving value
from new assets
and talent

Demographic and
environmental
megatrends

Enterprise resiliency
– technology and
business continuity

Fraud Risk Management

Vision for the future of IA to maintain trust in
the transformative age

In the future, IA will be viewed
as an air traffic control tower.
Technology will enable realtime risk monitoring and
timely reporting of high-risk
findings to instill trust,
support confident decision
making and ultimately
contribute to increased
business value.
This operating model will also
enable a higher degree of
flexible sourcing.
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What will the IA mandate be?
The IA mandate does not need to change but it will evolve

$

IA will be highly connected,
proactive and forward looking in
setting its priorities in response to
market disruptions

IA will extend beyond its traditional
assurance provider-role and
become a strategic and
valued advisor
Assurance will broaden to:
challenging the entire risk
framework and accounting for
upside and outside in addition to
downside risks
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What will the IA mandate be?
The mandate does not need to change but there will be a
better balancing of focus
Proactive
Anticipative monitor
► Focus on future topics (e.g., missing controls,
policies and procedures)
► Future impact of recommendations
► Anticipating how the business model is
changing

Business counselor
► Focus on strategic topics and actively engaged in
strategic discussions and problem solving
► Anticipating the future/industry trends and the
impact on the business
► Fostering change and best practice development
and sharing

Analytics and robotics:
► Predictive and real time

Analytics and robotics:
► Prescriptive and trends

Strategic view

Strategic and Innovative view

Policing

Partner

Assurance factory
► Focus on non-negotiable assurance and base level of
trust and current/past topics
► Current impact of recommendations
► Raising awareness on current/past topics
Analytics and robotics:
► Descriptive and internal data driven
Current view

Change agent
► Focus on trends on why things fail systematically and
audit against “unknown” rules
► Deep dive in root-cause/and internal best practices for
recommendations
► Initiating change
Analytics and robotics:
► Descriptive and internal/external data driven
Current and change view

Reactive
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Compliance continues to become more
digitalized
Technological advances in compliance such as enhanced data
analytics, combined with an employee-centric approach to providing
guidance will result in compliance acting as a key driver of innovation in
the use of forensic data analytics. Examples include the following:
The proliferation of data
analytics as a management
tool is likely to challenge the
traditional monitoring role of
the compliance function. Our
2018 Forensic Data Analytics
Survey shows that more and
more companies are using
advanced analytics
technologies for continuous
monitoring.
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Advances in the predictive
capabilities of “big data”
means that analytics can be
used to make real-time
decisions, helping to identify
and prevent fraud and
providing management with
more effective oversight.

Fraud Risk Management

Leading companies are using
artificial intelligence
technology to replace
classroom and web-based
training with individualized
risk-based communications in
real time.

Forensic data analytics can be integrated
into an investigative framework
Planning

Detection and analysis

Sample scoping considerations:
► Nature of the matter and allegations
► Existing data from similar matters
► Data sources required
► Availability of the data sources
► Investigative approach
► Regulatory and legal impacts
► Expectations of key stakeholders
► Workflow and reporting requirements
► Timelines
► Alternative approaches

Sample analytics considerations:
► Calculation reconciliations
► Does the data support the analysis?
► Are there other ways to look at the
data?
► Abnormal customer account activities
► False positives
► Additional data sources that could
enrich the analysis
► Competencies of the reviewers
► The ability of review rate to support the
key investigative milestones

Structured
and
unstructured
data

Structured
analytics and
statistical
analysis

Emails

Text meaning,
natural language
processing and
advanced search

Pattern matching and
link analysis

Payments

Internal
metrics

Statistical and
predictive analysis
Scalable hosting and processing platform

Access
logs

Case management,
task delegation and
integrated data
feeds

Drive additional questions
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Investigative analytics

Visualization and risk
profiling

Track and incorporate for future use

Fraud Risk Management

Countries
in scope

Globally integrated continuous compliance
risk monitoring
Country 1

Country 2

Country 3

Country 4

Country 5

Country 6

Country 7

Country 8

Country 9

Country 10

Country 11

Country 12

Country 13

Country 14

Data sources

Compliance platform dashboard modules
Global dashboards

General ledger
Accounts payable
Cash disbursements
Sales/contra revenue
Vendor/customer/employee master files

Aggregate risk

Data pollution and integrity

Zone and country dashboards
Investigations and audit

Investigations/case management
Procure to pay – payments
Travel and entertainment (T&E)
Urgent payments

Duplicate
payments

Due diligence
Procure to pay – vendors

Industry codes
Gift logs

Charitable and
political
contributions

Touchpoint
vendors

High-risk
vendors

One-time
vendors

AML/sanctions

T&E

Order to cash

Audit
External data
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The challenge of machine learning
Yesterday's tools and methods don't address today's problems.
Unstructured Data is growing
3X faster than structured data.

50X Increase by
2020

85%
UNSTRUCTURED

While data volume
increases
exponentially …

Timelines, Team Sizes and
Budgets remain essentially
unchanged.

15%
STRUCTURE
D
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We need a new approach — one that accelerates insight and understanding exponentially.
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Case study: P&L of One

The challenge:

The solution: a
P&L of one using
digital twins
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►

Business compliance training fatigue: seen as check the
box activity

►

Compliance department fatigue: spent too many hours and
dollars tracking general training

►

Internal research found that for adult learning, traditional
approaches did NOT lead to knowledge retention

►

Each employee has a different role and risk profile

►

Individualized communications and training materials that are:
►

Relevant to their roles

►

At exactly the right time

►

In the right amount

Fraud Risk Management

Case study: Near real-time compliance risk
communication to employees using digital twins
Overview

Scope

Transforming the compliance field using digital
twins

Build analytics and communication strategy for
business courtesies

Employee
Training,
communications,
mobile app, website

►
►
►
►

System interaction
Prior trainings
Preferences
Monitoring

►

7 months of historic data, 623 employees

►

Identified 34 risk triggers

►

Pulled data from multiple data sources to build
analytics around risk triggers

►

Communication approach defined based on risk
trigger weight and frequency
Training database

CRM data

Analytics

Digital Twin

T&E employee
data

Analytics

Corruption
perceptions index

Customer
information

Due diligence
database

Automated, intriguing and relevant communications
EY/GE: Fraud Magazine, January 2018 issue:
http://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/ey-profit-and-loss-of-one/$FILE/ey-profit-and-loss-of-one.pdf
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A call to action
Arrival at the future state requires a journey that must
start now. No one is out front, so do not look for
early adopters.

Assess the current fraud risk operating model,
resource model and technology footprint to
identify opportunities to automate, innovate
and better position the function for the
transformative age.
Start by making real investments in areas of
impact and aggressively attack “low-hanging
fruit.”
Build a business case and start a process of
transformation — technology development and
deployment, skills sourcing, branding initiatives
— to move toward the future state.
Change will require significant education of and
communication with all stakeholders.
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Questions
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advisory services. The insights and quality services we
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